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In thanking
you for the invitation
to address the Annual
General Meeting of .the Proportional Representation
Society of
Australia
tonight,
I would like,· first, to acknowledge
that
while I pride myself on having a considerable
knowledge
in
this area, there are probably many of you sitting in front of
me; who know much more about the subject.
-I have begun by saying this as I think, in some ways, the
"expertness" of this gathering may preclude much of what one
~would norma~ly expect to spend time on when discussing PR with
_ a "lay" group. However, it in turn opens up the opportunity to
delve deeper into issues affected by PRo
-Ln your

Electoral

invitation
Reform:

you

asked

me

to

address

two

issues

re

1. the -policies of the Australian Democrats
2. our actions in pursuit of that policy
As I am well aware, through the strong corresponden~e
that has
passed from us to you, and vice versa, over a number of years,
we both have a fairly clear understanding of how things stand.
As our policy

document

on Electoral

Reform.states:

The Australian
Democrats have always given top priority
to electoral reform. As a consequence, a very large part
of our first Electoral Reform policy (formulated in 1978)
has been enshrined
in legislation.
Nevertheless,
there
are still items which require immediate action.
Let me first remind you of some of those Democrat
some of which have now become part of the electoral

initiatives
process.

It was the AD's who proposed the establishment
of the Joint
Parliamentary
Committee
on Electoral
Reform
and
actively
participated
in its work, resulting
in the introduction
of
public funding of political
parties and the designation
of
political parties on the ballot papers.
In other cases, where we have not had statutory success we
have at least raised the profile of issues, opening the way to
their
greater
community
discussion.
This
in itself
is a
valuable tool in democratising
political issues, and often a
first step in the reform process.
As you are probably aware from the media, during the recent
coverage
of electoral
advertising,
we led the demands
for
disclosure on all political donations, and will be introducing
a wide ranging series of amendments when the legislation comes
before the Senate.

If you

haven't

caught

up with

this,

the major

reforms

we are
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seeking include :

*

Full
disclosure
of all political
funding
sources,
including the closure of loopholes available through the
States

*

an end to the "licence to lie" (provision for truth in
political advertising)

*

replacement of how-to-vote cards with vQting information
in polling booths

--

Other actions over the years have seen the Democrats in~roduce
Bills for ACT Self-Government to provide an electoral system
based on proportional representation and discrete communities.
And at all levels, in all sorts of ways, we have argued the
case for proportional representation.
Both on principle, as well as for practical reasons, we
advocate the use of PR voting systems. One point one million
Australians who voted for us had their first preference House
of Representatives vote at the last Federal election nullified
because of the voting system.
As you are well aware we will do all in our power to persuade
the electorate that it is discriminatory that the Democrats
fail to win a Lower House seat after polling that number of
votes while the National Party, on approximately half that
primary vote can pick up a significant block of seats.
I will return shortly to that role of educating and lobbying
the community on PR, and the role that both of us can play.
The first item of our Electoral Reform Policy is our support
of electoral systems based upon the Quota-Preferential method
of PR, based upon multi-member electorates, preferably, and in
most instances returning an odd number of members.
From reading literature from your Society, and in light of
discussions between our two groups, I don't think that either
side has much problem with that.
Point 5. of that policy states:
Elections need to be conducted in such a manner as to
give candidates equal rights. All political parties will
be treated equally.
I raise this point specifically, given that, in a letter from
your President received in my office last week, your Society
asks that the Democrats look at changing our Electoral Reform
Policy in two areas.
The first is that we implement the system of Robson

Rotation

'~-

)I -
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for the listing of candidates ordering on the ballot papers.
-

under point 5 of our policy, I cannot see that we would have
too much of a problem with that. However, I am sure that most,
if not all of you would be aware of the Australian Democrats'
operational method - Participatory Democracy - which provides
for the grass roots of the membership to set the policy
agenda. So, in a sense, it is up to you, if you wish to see
the Democrats take on a piece of more finite detail, as far as
electoral reform is concerned, to become active yourselves.The Democrats would welcome your more active involvement in
the Party, preferably with your interest extending to a range
of Democrat policies.
;
In operating this way the Society would not be opening itself
up to the charge of political partisanship as it would be
individuals who happened to have a membership of both groups
rather than-your Society as a whole, which was involved.
Again you may not- be aware of the very-positive response our
spokesperson on electoral reform, Senator Robert Bell gave the
Robson Rotation System in a recent speech in the Senate. He
was speaking in a debate on the Australian Capital Territory
(Electoral) Amendment Bill on 11 April (1991). Senator Bell
responding to an interjection from ALP Senator Bob McMullan,
gave, (as one would probably expect from a Tasmanian Senator
who has actually seen the system work anyway), a very positive
response to its democratic propensities.
(I will shortly, in this speech raise another issue which has
ramifications if the Robson system were to be implemented).
The second reform you calIon
the Democrats to make is over
the filling of casual vacancies, which we at this stage
believe should be filled by a member of the same political
Party.
Your Society is calling for us to follow the method
prescribed for Members of the Tasmanian House of Assembly.

as

We cannot afford to ignore the political realities. And
wheth~r we like it or not, the community is still Party
oriented, which makes me hesitate before denying the Party
preferred system.
A second aspect of political reality is that we must recognise
that even idealistic small Parties would be bearing in mind
the increased work load that would fallon
remaining members
in their portfolio shadowing, if they lose a sitting member.
You have issued a challenge to the Australian Democrats to
fall into line with your Society on several points.
I in turn want to calIon
your
actions
on behalf

you, and urge you to think about
of Proportional
of the cause

.;_-
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Representation.
Its

well

recognised that what I referred to earlier as
groupings - that is, groups who in some way can
recognise themselves as distinct or separate, in terms of
interest or gender, or whatever - do better under PRo

discrete

Women are the classic example. And in the case of women it is
an ironic victory.
Women are both better represented, and more likely t.o:be
represented under PR, but also in the case of the old
political parties, because PR in Australia is confined ;to the
Upper Houses, (except in Tasmania), the Houses of Review, those
parties are more prepared to nominate women to winnable
positions on the ballot paper. They are nominating women for
what one suspects they really perceive· to be the inferior
Chamber. The Chamber that does not, for example, contain the
Leader of the Party, the head of Governm~nt.
That attitude, in itself, raises an obvious barrier amongst
the more traditional Parties to the Robson Rotation, even
though it was introduced in _Tasmania by a still sitting
Liberal MP! If there was a rotating ballot paper for candidate
lists for the Senate, for example, I wonder what difference
that might make to the old Parties pre-selection practices?
Just looking at the situation for women under the Robson
Rotation System - if the old Parties had no control over where
a woman lined up on their endorsement, would the more
conservative amongst them, at least, be less likely to
nominate them at all?
-

But women are not the only group out there in the community
who would stand to gain through the introduction of PRo Any
widely spread interest group - the first to come to mind being
environmentalists. What sort of lobbying has your Society been
doing amongst the various interest groups?
As a result of my activities over moving the successful ban on
tobacco advertising it has become increasingly ,clear to me,
the networks that can be made active in order to reform the
system.
Quite apart from
alliances emerge
aspect of social
clear that these
for the various
issue.

the fact that
through the
behaviour, it
alliances can
groupings far

one can see some most "unholy"
push to reform a particular
also, as time passes, becomes
have influence and permanence
beyond and past the original

For example the Australian Medical Association would not
normally be seen as a natural political ally of ours yet we
worked together very positively on a Bill where we shared the
goals of the legislation.
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I know now~ that many of the links that I formed through the
toba~co ban activity still stand me in good stead, through my
newly created allies, who will look closely at my actions in
various areas, and often lobby their networks in turn to again
operate on my behalf, if they think that my push for a
particular reform- is appropriate.
So I am challenging you - go out and spread the word to the
groups whose interests would be well served through t~em
getting elected representatives. Make them aware~ if they ~re
not already, of PR's value, and get them actively committed to
the cause.
Your Society and the Australian Democrats are natural allies,
as we know, but we are all also aware that there are other
groups in society who could become allies in the push towards
PR as they realise the political gains for themselves.
At this point the argument always arises that if we push for
this sort of system, and thus return minority groups to
Parliament, the next natural step is volatile and unstable
Government.
As you have in the past pointed out in the press, there has
not been a destabilisation in Switzerland, Sweden and West
Germany where PR has been well refined.
While I concede that there is a vulnerabili ty in Tasmania
where the minority government is dependent on the bloc of
Green Independent votes, there has not, to this stage, been
instability. And where there is a self recognition by
government of its vulnerability, you will get a government
paying much greater heed to the peoples' wishes.
In terms of "de-stabilisation" of Government, it will be
interesting to watch the forthcoming election in NSW where
there was a trend at the previous poll to the electoral
success of Independents in both Houses, irrespective of voting
systems. If that trend continues, as well it might if the
success of Ted Mack to the House of Representatives, and near
success of Helen Caldicott is anything to go by, then things
may become very interesting indeed.
electorate disheartened by the old Parties may well turn to
a number of alternatives, which may lead to the sort of power
balancing once alleged only to come about through proportional
representation.

An

I also think that it is necessary for your Society to work
within a framework of actual political reality. While it is
appropriate for the Society to continue to press for a best
Possible outcome, the Democrats have learnt the political
lesson that when handed something that begins to set an agenda
which is ours, we must take what is on offer, and work within
it, at the same time not abandoning the long term goal.

II
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The Democrats .Ln 1987, 1988 and again in 1990 would
really appreciated a strong "on the record" statement
your Society of support for the Electoral Reform packages
the Cain and Kirner governments introduced. We realised
the legislation was not perfect but it did move us a
closer to our goals.

have
from
that
that
lot

It would certainly be in the Liberals' interest to. have, "on
the record" statements from the Proportional Representation
Society refuting -the legislation. It would help "sanLt Lse
Liberal rejection.
v

I think everyone is well aware cf the current public cynicism
towards politicians and the electoral process. The current
Lower House system throughout mainland Australia, and in
Victoria, in both Houses is in the long term threatening
democracy as people who cannot gain adequate representation
become increasingly cynical and apathetic to the process.
Some of the more cynical -among us would probably argue that
ultimately that is what politicians are really seeking
anyway - a public that "butts out of politics".
But I don't think that really is true. Look at the words of
Joan Kirner in a Press Release on October 23, last year:
The Upper House is a House of Review and, as such, should
reflect the broader make-up of the community. The
introduction of Proportional Representation would provide
that, and ensure a more representative and responsive
Upper House."
We recently saw the scramble for "safe seats" during the ALP's
pre-selection process. The preferential voting system takes
away any sense of community representation and well-being as
deals are made and alliances cobbled which bear no resemblance
to the public's wishes.
I am hopeful that we are not too far··from seeing a change of
heart in the Victorian Liberal Party towards Proportional
Representation. PR's long term success in Victoria probably
depends on how long it takes the Liberals to get weary of the
National Party "cracking the whip" as the- Liberals could
actually pick up seats from the Nationals under the quota
preferential system.1
If, as predicted, there is a landslide to the Liberals at the
forthcoming election, then they will be able to govern without
the Nationals for the short term. They might actually grow to
like the idea, and thus the idea of PR, which would reduce the
strength of their "co-alition" colleagues in their favour,
might prove very tempting.

1

Claude Forell The Age 15/6/88
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-Perhaps that is a "chink" that y6ur Society might also like to
adopt as an issue.
As you are probably aware, the Democrats will contest only
some Lower House seats at the next Victorian election. We
cannot afford to campaign- in all_ seats, thus many voters are
left with no real alternative, which again illustrates the
undemocratic nature of single member electorates versus
proportional representation.
=
-

We can though, by targeting vulnerable Liberal seats use this
as a lever, both on them, as well as the ALP, to. start
becoming realistic about the introduction of a more demc)cratic
voting system. This is where we need the committed support of
people such as yourselves, even for ~chemes which you may see
as a compromise. That they may be, but _a compromise once
achieved does not have to be the end of the story. It is
useful to see it instead as the optimum achievable at the
time.
I am sure that there are probably many points you will wish to
discuss with me in a few minutes, but in concluding I would
just like to flag one other area which I believe will be of
benefit to us, if we use it well.
You may have noticed, that it was reported from the recent
Constitutional
Conference
in Sydney
that
there was
a
pronouncement that ultimately some members of Federal Cabinet
would be appointees, that is, non-elected representatives (a
la the us. system).
That concept made me wonder whether that was an indication
that the major Parties, which block electoral reform as a
safeguard to the status quo of sitting members, recognise that
the current system protects many mediocre Party faithful,
whereas
Proportional
Representation
as
one
measure
of
electoral 2reform would
allow
some
fresher
blood
into
Parliament.
Certainly I feel that the Constitutional Review Committee
which will be gathering evidence and assessing ~onstitutional
issues for the rest of the decade is an agency which your
Society could well use as another step in gaining more
democratic
representation
for Australian
voters
through
greater implementation of Proportional Representation.

2
See Claude Forell's article "Electoral Reform always
too Hard", The Age 14/3/1990

